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«bstract : 

The high energy response of nuclei to A spln-lsospin excitation is investi
gated. He show the existence of a strong contrast between the spin transverse and 
spin longitudinal responses. The second one undergoes a shadow effect in the A region 
and displays the occurence of the pionic branch. 
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The (p,n) reactions have proved to be a precious tool to explore the 
Gamow-Teller (G.T) strength in the low energy region (E < 30 Hev) of nuclear 
excitations. There, a quenching of the strength has showed up, attributed to the 
interplay between nuclear and nucleonic degrees of freedom (in particular the A). 
This gave a strong incentus to the exploration of the G.T strength at high energy 
Experiment» on (Re, T) have been undertaken for that purpose However in 
this process the energy transfer necessary for the excitation of the A goes along 
with momentum transfer (<o - 0.812 q ) . Thus it is not strictly the G.T strength 
(defined as the one at q » 0) which is explored. The kinematics is instead closer 
to that of phc 'on or pion absorption. 

It is then natural to inquire what new informations these experiments can 
bring as compared to the other ways of excitation the A , like by photons or pions. 
Is hadron scattering expected to reveal new features wich are not already available ? 
The answer to this question is affirmative. Indeed photons excite the A through 
a transverse spin coupling S x q which is unable to probe the longitudinal magneti
sation. Pions with their S.q coupling can instead perform this exploration. Never-

2 2 2 theless for physical pions the energy momentum relation is restricted to u «q + m , 
which strongly limits the Information available. Relaxing this condition by allowing 
the pion to be virtual as occurs in hadron scattering, new and interesting features 
emerge. We will show that the response, which is very collective, displays a remar-

(2) kabxe contrast with the transverse one. It was pointed our by Alberico et al. 
that a contrast is expected in the low energy sector owing to the influence of the 
pion exchange force. The aim of this work is to show that a similar situation pre
vails in the high energy sector with an even more pronounced contrast. 

The formalism that we use is the SPA approximation with neglect of anti-
symetrisation. In a first stage we will explore the response for infinite nuclear 
matter, where the collective state of the pion branch appears. The nuclear matter 
description however fails for finite nuclei in the region of this collective state. 
In order to have an estimate for finite nuclei we use a simplified model. He have 
tried to keep in touch with reality by insuring that this model is consistent with 
the existing data obtained with photons or pions. 
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Nuclear matter description 

The RPA expression for the polarization propagator n(q,oj) is related to 
the bare one n°(q, n» by 

Tt(qru) 
l-V(q.u) n°(q,(i» 

where V is the ph interaction. The quantity TT°{q,(i)) incorporates all the 
excitations of the systems, N N~ , 2p2h and txT . We are here interested in the 
high energy domain (u & 200 MeV), well above the NN~ excitations. In that 
situation the NN~ response can be ignored since in symmetric nuclear matter both 
the imaginary and real parts of the NH~ polarization propagator vanish. 

As for the 2p2h response, it has been studied by Alberico et al. (3) 
They have shown that the imaginary part of the bare quantity n° p is a smooth 
function of the energy and momentum for which they have proposed the ansatz. 

im n« 2p2h(q,lD) «tfr lm<?0 p 2 I72<q2- u 2) (2) 

where p is the nuclear density, v is the form factor of the nucléon, 
2 2 2 2 

v » A / (A + q -a ). The quantity XaC is related to the bare expression for 
the p wave absorptive potential. In this work we have used luff. 0.13 
The expression (2) holds for energies ranging between 100 and 200 MeV. in this 
work we have extended it in the region of the A resonance where it is certainly less 
reliable. 

The behavior of Re n p (q,(i>) is not known, we have totally ignored it in 
this work. 

For the A H polarization propagator we have used the following expression^ 

TT Q A(q,U,) 
2 

6» 

1 
.SMI 2 ^m 2m» 

k' 
2m 

(3) 

f*2 

# Notice that we incorporate the factor ^-j in our definition of rr. 
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where t is the TTNA coupling constant (f • îf), ». • n. - n » 2,2 s^ 

and the width Tto) is 

3/2 
r < < 0 )" ro| ™ 2 " 2 1 w i t h F 0 " U 0 H e V < 4 ) 

/ a,2 - * 2 \ 
0 2 2 I 

\ u û- n Tr y 

He have neglected in our simplified approach the modification of the A 

position and width by the nuclear medium. 

The ph interaction is different in the spin longitudinal and spin trans-

vea.se channels, In both cases it contains a phenomenological short range piece 

embodied in the Landau Higdal parameter g'. Beside this it contains pion exchange 

for the longitudinal case and p exchange in the transverse one (we have used for 

4 «VT2 

the p N coupling constant C D « -5— x ]i » 2 ). 

"p £ 

The transverse response in the A region has been explored through Y ab

sorption for a variety of nuclei. The effects of the medium is weak, no appreciable 

modification with respect to the free nucléon response has been found . This may be 

the result of several delicate cancellations. In this work where we do not aim at 

a fully quantitative description we have insured that the transverse nuclear response 

at <d « q remains close to the nucleonic one by choosing a value of g' such as 

to keep the distortion of the transverse response small. This is achieved with a 

value g* = 1/3. 

while no distortion occurs in the transverse response, the longitudinal one 

is completely modified. An example is shown in Fig. 1 where the responses are 

given as a function of u along the line <u » q. A striking contrast emerges bet

ween the longitudinal and transverse response. For the first one the A region is 

shadowed and the strength is concentrated near the pionic branch. This branch cor

responds to the singularity of the pion propagator i.e. to the condition 

u 2- m 2-q 2-q Be if (q.u) = 0 (5) 

with n(q.u) - ""(q.M) ^ ^ 

1 - n°(q,oi)-^ 

http://vea.se
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Sawyer has drawn the attention to the interest of this branch and 
he suggested its exploration through the weak interaction process. This branch is 
accessible only if the probe explores the longitudinal magnetizations as is the 
case for hadron scattering. The fact that the collective pionlc branch does not 
appear in the transverse channel generates the contrast. 

Notice that the amount of shadowing in the à region for the longitudinal 
response sensitively depends on the off shell character of the pion. It disappears 
for strongly off shell pions. It is instead quite pronounced for nearly on shell 
ones, as is the case for instance along the line <i) = q. 

Finite nuclei 

The previous results refer to infinite nuclear matter. The question then 
arises. Do they hold for finite system and under which conditions ? Indeed the 
pion branch is special in the sense that it is a singularity (or a near singularity 
when the 2p-2h absorption is considered) and this raises a conceptual problem. 
This singularity determines the energy momentum for an asymptotic pion which can 
propagate to Infinity. In a finite system, tills moans outside the nucleus. There-

2 2 2 fore the genuine singularity is always the free pion line u = q + m and no 
other one can appear. In the infinite nuclear matter treatment the external propa
gation is totally ignored but we do not expect this to be a good approximation in 
finite systems near the singularity. 

For the static case Delorme et al. ' who have pointed out this pro
blem have utilized a square well model to study the static pion field in a finite 
system.He will use the same model to investigate what remains of the pion branch in 
a finite system. 

In a finite system the polarization propagator is a function of two momenta 
q and q'. The response is : 
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RlqM » - — Im n(q,q,(i)) (6) 
n 

The bare AN~ part of n is : 

n°<q\q,a» » E P ^ (3') G ^ t o ) F f i h(q) (7) 
Ah 

where G ^ to) is the first order A N ~ creen function 

«sVfo» — <8> 

and the matrix element of the spin-isospir. operator is defined according to : 

F A h ( q ) ' m f ~ < û h l r ^ i ' * T i e 1*'* 1!» » <9> 
TT i«l 

He relate the nuclear response to TT by an RPA approximation ignoring 

antisymmetrization . The A N " interaction is taken as : 

V<q,6» - -1-ji »2(q.<U) f q 2

2 Î 5 ? q + »• "5, .f/I ? ? * 
in L q + m_ -u J 
TT TT 

Bie dressed polarization propagator is searched in the form : 

TT &Z& » l^t^WM tP^IM F^Cq) 

where the dressed matrix element F* satisfies the following integral equation : 

PAh «*"> " PAh> <$ + T - ^ T Vt <£k,u) »2(k,u) g' rf. (?) 
-> (2TT)

 o n 

+ I -2*_ V&k.u) iT (k.u) -—-5 j- F̂ Llk.w) (11) 
-* (2ïï)3 OJ -k -m 

t We neglect the moderate coupling between the transverse and longitudinal res

ponses which exists in finite nuclei. 
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with : 

"%$.•») - TT°(q'(t,U> • p l _ „°j$.,c?,w> g' »2<l?,(0) ><q.f 
-^(2n) J 

,u) (12) 

From now on we will make the following approximations : 

i) we ignore the form factor v (q,u>) 
0 

ii) we make a static approximation in G (10) by replacing e.- e by u. 

This approximation is the one used in the Kisslinger potential for low energy pion 

scattering. 

With these assumptions it is more convenient to work in x space. We 

define : 

*âh<q''Û1) - 2* 2 F ^ (q>> With K a - M*-»,,2 (13) 
q -K 

The Fourier transform of •,_ satisfies a Klein-Cordon equation. 

a&ui - i t - p ( X ) f ! Î-") 

•„ Lw-*iA+ir{u)l/2 o>«i)AJ 
3̂ <x*,(n) - ag&ii» [_l-g,a0(x',«ii)J"

1 (IS b) 

where 
(14) 

(15 a) 

nfic.ii» « l+g"a0{x,ti» (15 c) 

The solution of the equation (14) can be written as 

«tx A ••*]«. "Sl*> 
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with 
bLl" C K * 1 , ' ( 2 w - 1 j I 1 / a f o r X " M 1 ' ''XL " V (81*11 l / 2 t o r X " L'1 

In expression (16) g.(x,x.) is the solution of a radial equation for a 

pion field emitted at x, which can be obtained by direct insertion of the expres

sion (16) of • (x,b>) in the equation (14). 

In q space the renormalized response function then becomes 

*ÛM - -i W 3 ^ ^a'2"1» "Lj"**! «V n (V%i ( <*- 3W <* ti )] 

^ X ( q ' * i ) *j 0 *»'«* 3X ( q x ) *LX ( ] e ' V 

With (17) 

where we have used closure over single Ah states. 

This expression incorporates only lp-lh type of excitations. He must now 

include 2p-2h excitations by replacing a. by t 

a0(x) + o 0 (x) - 1 4ir p2(x> lwC0 

a procedure currently used in pion scattering. 

In order to exhibit the finite size effects, we give the exact analytical 

solution for a square-well potential of radius R (l.e p (x) » (3A/4nR3) 6lR-x) » 

P 0 B(S-x) 

R(q>) - - — Bl • °-

1 
,2 2 2 <il -q -u^ 

' " ^ ifïF^r ^ J o

 toi -^ b LxV K ' * i 'V*v ' 

ao£aGx(k-,ar0) —Jo ^i ~^~ "LX V K V W (18) 
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with 

'% «tf r.2 It»!! +3J,»" 1 

Gx<q,a0) > (l4a0)j>x(qR)hx(KR) - )x(qP)ha
x(KR) (19) 

In the last expression the derivatives are taken with respect to the variable 
X - R. 

The first term Im s n q 2 f f ° 1 "o * - ~ n — 2 L. w -q -m J 
-1 

represents the renormalized response 

of infinite nuclear matter. In this piece the plon branch corresponds to its (near) 
2 2 ** 2 

singularity which occurs at (>) - q d+O.) - m_ » 0. However it turns out that the 
strength for this branch is suppressed by the second term which corresponds to a re
flexion at the nuclear surface. In fact in the case where a Q is purely real the 
residue of the singularity vanishes and the collective pion branch carries no strength 
whatever the radius. However when the absorption is introduced the suppression is 
not- total but only partial and it depends on the nuclear radius. As expected it is 
more effective in small systems. 

The results of our calculation are shown in Fig. 2 which gives the longitu
dinal response per nucléon as a function of <o for a fixed momentum q « 1 fm~ for 
some values of the radius R. The main features of the nuclear matter result are 
preserved, namely the shadowing of the A region and the bump at the position 
of the pion branch. However even in the largest nuclei the nuclear matter limit is 
not reached : the optical branch is a factor two smaller than the nuclear matter 
valeur. The scale which governs the approach to the nuclear natter result is the 
product (In K')R. 
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He have tested our square well model on the total cross sections for physical 
pions where the shadow shows up and the pionic branch is absent. In spite of the 
crudeness of the model the n nucleus total cross sections are roughly consistent 
with the experimental ones and our model predicts the proper amount of shadowing 
of the total n nucleus cross sections. 

He have therefore found worth to set the conditions of the ( He,T) experi-
12 56 ment, ai « 0.812 q, for nuclei which similate the cases of C and Fe. The 

energy momentum relation is such that the shadowing effect in the A region fully 
applies. In both cases we find that the longitudinal response is shifted at lower 
energies, by & 100 MeV. This displacement is consistent with the experimental fin-

(7) dings . However a direct comparison is not allowed because 

i) the ( Be,T) reaction does not probe exclusively the spin longitudinal 
response but also the spin transverse one which is not shifted 

ii) the distortion of the He and T waves has to be taken into account. 

However these problems do not seem to be untractable and hadron scattering is 
likely to become a tool for the atudy of the pion branch. In particular by going 
to non forward direction the momentum transfer can be increased sufficiently to 
suppress the shadow affect of the a, the plpn becoming appreciably virtual. This 
would allow a check of our interpretation of the observed shift. On addition one 
could study in this way the propagation of more or less, virtual particles in the 
nuclear medium and the approach to the shadowing regime. 
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Figure Caption 

Figure 1 : The spin isospin response of infinite nuclear matter along the line 
u » q in arbitrary units. Dot dashed line : unorraalized response 
continuous line : longitudinal response in RPA ; dashed line : 
transverse response in RPA. The value if g' is set at g< = 1/3. 

Figure 2 : The longitudinal spin isospin response at a fixed momentum q = 200 HeV/c 
Continuous line : infinite nuclear matter. 
The other lines represent the finite nuclei responses for various values 
of the radius R (in fm). 

Figure 3 : Ths RPA longitudinal spin isospin response along the line U - 0.812 q 
in the absence of renormalization (continuous line) and with renor-

12 56 malization in finite nuclei which simulate C and Fe. 
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